
IN the middle of Australia stands a rock
– a very big rock. It is one of Australia's
most famous natural landmarks created
over an estimated 600 million years ago.
This giant of the desert is known by its
indigenous title, Uluru, but also referred
to as Ayers Rock.
The Aborigines have known about the

rock for thousands of years. It’s consi-
dered a sacred site with importance in
dreamtime legend.
Uluru and the surrounding areas are

of enormous cultural and spiritual signif-
icance to the Pitjantjatjara and Yanku-
nytjatjara people from the western des-
ert region of Australia, who refer to
themselves as Anangu – the Aboriginal
traditional owners of the land.
They believe all the features of the

landscape were made by their ancestors
who travelled the earth in creation
times.
Even though Ernest Giles sighted the

feature during an expedition of the area
in 1872, describing it as “the remarkable
pebble”, explorer William Gosse is be-
lieved to have been the first non-Abori-
ginal person to come across the large
sandstone monolith.
In July 1873 he recorded: “This rock is

certainly the most wonderful natural
feature I have ever seen”.
Gosse named the feature Ayers Rock

in honour of the then-Chief Secretary of
South Australia, Sir Henry Ayers.
He explored the site, discovering wa-

terholes and springs, also noting evi-
dence of Aboriginal occupation in the
caves.
Uluru/Ayers Rock is one of the two

major features that can be found in the
125,00ha Uluru–Kata Tjuta National Park
that was established in 1958. The other
significant site is Kata Tjuta/Olgas.
The Australian government returned
ownership of Uluru and its surrounds
to Aboriginal people on October 26,

1985 under the condition that they would
lease it back to Australia’s National Parks
and Wildlife Agency for 99 years jointly
managed.

Dual Names
THIS is where a physical feature has been
officially given both the traditional Abori-
ginal name and the introduced European
(or English) name.

The Aboriginal sacred site was recorded by explorer William
Gosse in 1873, who described it as a wonderful sight

Two names, one rock

HAVE you ever come across a word
in the newspaper that you haven’t
seen before or don’t know what it
means?
This week’s word is PLUMMET
Definition – to drop down or
plunge
Found in the news:

What’s Online
NiE online is an integral part of the
program and provides extra
information and resources that
support this page.
Go online by visiting your
newspaper’s website. You’ll find the
address on the front page.
Look for the NiE logo at the top of
the page and click. This will link
you to APN’s NiE webpage.

WORDY NEWS
WHAT are the best Australian Tourist
Attractions and places to visit?
That’s not an easy question to
answer as there are so many to
choose from. Australian Tales have
put together a top 10 list of what
they believe are the best. Check it
out and see if you agree. (watch
video link online)
1. Sydney Harbour (pictured)
2. The Great Barrier Reef
3. Tasmania
4. Melbourne
5. Uluru – Kata Tjuta National Park
6. The Great Ocean Road, Victoria
7. Kakudu National Park
8. Gold Coast, Qld
9. The Barossa Valley, SA
10. The Kimberleys, WA

News In The Spotlight
DISCUSS the following topic and let
us know what you think.

To Climb Or Not To Climb
THE issue of whether or not tourists
should climb Uluru has been the
subject of debate for many years,
especially since the rock was
handed back to the traditional
owners in 1985 and they were given
a voice in managing it.
For many years the advice to
visitors has been that the traditional
owners would prefer people not to
climb.
The topic has come up again
recently because the Director for
National Parks has released a
proposal to close the Uluru climb for
safety, cultural and environmental
reasons.
However many people feel that
Uluru is a national icon and that all
Australians have a right to climb it.

In Your Opinion
DO you think visitors to the Uluru
should be able to climb it or not?
Let us know what you think. Go
to NiE online and take a poll.

CHECK IT
OUT

CHECK IT
OUT

Who were the winners of the
reality television show The

Block?
1

A 6.5 earthquake and
aftershocks were felt near

which New Zealand city last
week?

3

Did the Duchess of Cambridge
and Prince William have a

baby girl or boy?

2

Quizzical
Each week we will
test your knowledge on

what’s been happening in the
news. The answers to the
questions can be found

on NiE online.
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DID YOU KNOW?
● Uluru/Ayers Rock is located very
close to the actual geographical centre
of Australia.
● Uluru/Ayers Rock is not the world's
largest monolith. This title belongs to
Mt Augustus in Western Australia.
● Uluru is 348m high, 3.6km long,
1.9km wide, 9.4km around the base,
covers 3.33sq km and extends many
kilometres into the ground (no exact
figure can be given).
● Surface oxidation of its iron content
gives Uluru its striking orange-red
colour.
● Each year, about 400,000 tourists
visit the national park
● Uluru was added to the World
Heritage List for its natural values in
1987 and as a cultural landscape in
1994.
● Depending on the time of day,
temperature and weather, Uluru
changes colour from blue to violet to
red.
● The Anangu ask people to respect
their culture and law by not climbing
the rock.
● Uluru is1395km south of Darwin and
465km south-west of Alice Springs
It experiences an average of
200–250mm of rainfall per annum and
a typical desert temperature range
which can fall to -8°C at night-time in
winter and rise to 47°C during the day
in summer.
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